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Journal of Student Opinion

,l LXXXVI

Gambier, Ohio

THEATRE PRESENTS
THE GLASS MENAGERIE"

Kenyon College Dramatics Club is proud to announce that
evenings of February 18, 19, and 20 an all student procustion
Tennessee Williams' classic commentary on American life, "The
Mr. Williams wrote the "Glass
5j5S Managerie" will be presented.
'anagerie" while on a Holywood contract and it was first
d
in Chicago in 1944. It was so widely acclaimed that it was
It was selected
oved to the Playhouse in New York, March, 1945.
season.
t the Drama Critics Circle as the best play of the 1944-4- 5
The play has four characters.
Dramatic Group
ltn Wingfield, played by Ned
The
the

narrator of the
character in it.

constantly escaping into a
:Stic dream world to avoid the
His
of his own life.
falities
ether, Amanda, played by Mrs.
jrial Karhl,
also rejects her
esent life prefering to live in
Mrs. Susan Shori, plays
:e past.

Initiates Five
.

is

e

--

'

--

After the last performance of
"The Thirteen Clocks," on Feb.
6, the Kenyon Dramatics
Club
admitted five new members. They
are Ted Waugh, who was on the
stage crew for "The Seagull,"
and "Thirteen Clocks," and also
acted in "Thirteen Clocks," Henry
Poor, who has acted in "Julius
Caesar," "Trial by Jury," "The
Thirteen Clocks," and was as- sistant Stage Manager for "Julius
Caesar," Wesley MacAdam, who
was on the stage crew for "Sea
gull," "Thirteen Clocks," "Trial by
Jury," and acted in "Thirteen
Clocks," Terry Moody, who acted
in "Julius Caesar," was on the
stage crew of "Seagull," and was
stage manager and scenery de
signer for "The Thirteen Clocks,"
and Dick Wintermantel,
who
acted in "Juno and Peacock," and
has done sound effects for several
productions.
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NETHERLANDER CHOIR
AT KENYON FEB. 22
The Netherlands Chamber Choir, under the direction of Felix de
Nobel, will perform at Kenyon on February 22 in the second annual
President's Concert series. Last year the President's office sponsored a highly successful appearance by the Vienna Octet.
This special concert, to be held in Rosse Hall at 8:00 p. m., will
feature music ranging from 16th century compositions to works of
contemporary writers. The program:
Jacobus Clemens non Papa
Sanctus
Mathieu Gascongne
Parce Domine
Hans Leo Haszler
Pater noster
Bonjour, mon, coeur
Fuyons tous d'amour le jeu
- La nuit froide et sombre
Quand mon mari vient de dehors
Jan Pieterszoon Sweelinck
Tu at tout seul, Jan, Jan
Jan Pieterszoon Sweelinck
Pseaume 150

The program of the Honors Day
Convocation, 10:30 a. m., February 23, 1960 at Rosse Hall, includes guest speaker
Dr. Mircea
Eliade, who has chosen for his
topic The Myths of the Modern
World.

pre-ente-

tchcock, is the
jv and also a

No.
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Honors Day Feb. 23;
Chicago Professor
Is Guest Speaker

HILL

3

February

Dr. Eliade was born in Bucharest, Romania, and earned his M.A.
and Ph.D. degrees at the university in that city. He studied at
the University of Calcutta for a
year before returning to Bucharest to teach in the Faculty of
Letters at the University.
He
went on to teach in the Ecole des
Hautes Etudes, Sorbonne, Paris
and then to join the faculty at the
University of Chicago as profes- sor of history of religion, which
is his present position.
During the Second World War
Dr. Eliade joined the Romanian
legation, first at London, then at
Lisbon,
Portugal as cultural
attache. Recently he has lectured
at the University of Rome, Lund,
Marburg,
Upsalla,
Munchen,
Frankfort, Strasbourg, and Pad-ov-

INTERMISSION

- Samuel
Barber
Anthon
der
Horst
van
:e part of
Maurice Ravel
by a complete
ho is sustained
The eighteen members of the
sape into the most imaginative
To
Chamber Choir inNetherlands
Lund
This
believe.
arid of make
of Holland's most dissome
clude
orld of make believe is expertly
Form
tinguished singers, all' of whom
esented by the use of music
regularly in recital, in or
I. A. Conf. appear
special light- d Harry Spain's
To
atorio and opera with orchestras,
;g effects.
President Franze E. Lund of or in broadcast concerts. In 1937,
These dream worlds represent
Kenyon College has been invited Mr. de Nobel's interest in the vast
Williams the most important
to arrange for a delegation of treasurers of a eappella music,
: his recurring
themes: the
faculty and students to attend particularly that ; .of the Low
of the individual from so- the sixth annual Conference on Countries, led him to form the
All of the following are current International Affairs, Friday, Feb- organization.
:ty, and his attempt to elevate,
The choirs' first
English translations of a few of ruary 19, from 2 to 10 p. m., at performances
himself
were limited to
jrify, and
Dr. Eliade's writings; The Myth Cincinnati's Hotel Sheraton-Gibsoradio broadcasts,, but within a
This attempt is so
this age.
of the Eternal Return, Patterns
:sl that the special
short time they were making coneffects of
in Comparative Religion, Birth
cert appearances in Holland, and
1 Spain are expertly inter
With some of the nation's top soon after in all the leading cities
and Rebirth, Yoga. Immortality
red into the play itself and do
experts in their fields as speakers of Europe.
(Cont. on Page 2, Col. 2)
jt seem at all periferal to the
and heralded as the country's
Frequently sent abroad as Holesentation.
outstanding 1960 conference on land's "cultural ambassador," the
Tickets for this production are
American foreign economic policy group, nevertheless, will be makbailable at the Hill Theatre box
problems, the February 19
ing its first visit to North Amerifee, beginning Friday, February
gram will have as its general ca. Its reputation has preceded
p.
m.,
from 1:30 to 3:30
theme "On the Threshold of the it, however, in the form of several
When I visited New York for
rickets for Kenyon Students are
thirty
minutes 60's
take
should
that
Can the United States recordings on the Epic and Angel
:m.
ticKeis are the first time last summer, there to eat. He accomplishes this by Maintain Its World Economic labels. These recordings encom:1.0fl. Performance
dates are Feb-ia- y was one particular phenomenon
placing his mouth three inches Leadership?"
pass works of Palestinea, Montthe sub18, 19, 20.
Curtain time which fascinated me
from his plate. The table coneverdi, and Victoria, as well as
of
their
a
world
traditionally
is
in
were
ways
conference
The
ill be 8:30 P. M.
As special
versation is confined to "pass the
Dutch folk songs especially arsociety
of
University,
laws
tickets are being made own. The normal
damned milk." If a stranger ap- sponsored by Xavier
ranged for Mr. de Nobel.
Cinprimitive
a
into
regressed
and
Cincinnati,
University
had
of
mailable at Heckler's Drug Store
pears at a table, the best policy
Tickets for this concert may be
fitof
the
Affairs.
"survival
World
on
state of the
siting February 8th.
is to ignore him, for he could cinnati Council
obtained,
free of charge, from the
subway
As soon as the
test."
impringe upon the student's valPrincipal speakers are Ralph office of the Dean of Students bedoor was opened, it was everyman uable time. So the student leaves
Reed, of New York City, presi ginning the week of February 15.
Bridge Tournament
Pushing, shoving,
for himself.
race is over, that is, until dent of the American Express Members of the faculties and the
the
and
and kicking were all legal means the next meal.
Company and new chairman of college staff may have tickets upPlanned for Feb. 25
And it made
of
having
Council,
The
Student
the United State Council of the on request from Professor Den-hawho was pushed
Kenyon is one of the more no difference
its lethargic first International Chamber of Comfrom
awakened
Sutcliff e.
pregnant
children,
a 125 colleges and universities old women, cripples were all fair semester, has. discussed the probR.D.S.
merce, and Douglass Dillon, unpoughout the United States ladies, and
and has decided that there
lem
second
iich has entered the 1960 Na- - game.
are three reasons for the table der secretary of state and
A sequel to this can be found rushing.
Bridge
aal
Intercollegiate
First, the waiters are ranking member of the United
at Kenyon. If you have ever not trained properly. New wait- States Department of State.
iurnament.
Prize
R. A.
AH
play will be conducted on waited outside Peirce Hall before ers have to learn from old waiters
are
HIKA
of
editors
The
"World
mean.
on
speak
I
will
Mr.
Dillon
p Kenyon campus in a single a meal, you knowdoorswhat
who teach that the best waiter is
the
that
announce
to
opened
pleased
are
Decade"
the
New
the
Persepctive
in
minute
The
m.
aon, beginning at 6:30 p.
There are excepa fast waiter!
everybody
award
a
cash
and
begins,
Prize,
A.
Weaver
R.
i Monday, February 25, 1960. the squeeze
of course, and Sam Hough at the closing session. Mr. Reed
your date, tions,
i results of the paired play gets squeezed, even
is a good example of a waiter will deliver the keynote address, of $25, will be awarded in May
perhaps intentionally. It is dur- who makes dinner a pleasure.
be scored at Committee head" Today's Great Challenge to for the best poem, short story or
ing such times that one often
waters by Geoffrey Mott-Smittumaganot
entirely
at
are
waiters
The
the American Economy," at the essay that appears in the
'thor and contract bridge au- - wonders if there is such a thing
rn,
1959-6Some students refuse to
fault.
If
the
year,
this
zine
Kenyon.
opening session.
prity, who will determine cam- - as courtesy at
ion
cooperate with the rest of the
may
award
decided,
the
so
judges
table,
to
their
run
regional and national win'he
The Archons
table. This student takes two
With reservations still avail
:rs.
be split. The judges will be anof
lest they be left to eat alone at pieces of meat the first time
they can be made through
able,
The
table.
fraternity's
;ey
nounced in the near future. Mr.
The colleges winning the Na- - another
refuses to pass his plate,
system by sneak- takes great delight in making a the Cincinnati Council on World Weaver, a Kenyon alumnus, is
to
the
beat
A.D.'s
jnal titles will receive trophy
of
ing in the backdoor, infuriating "table mess," orders two cups of Affairs, 233 East Fourth street, president of the Ferro Corpora;Ps, one for the college winning
the waiters in the process.
coffee which he never drinks, and Cincinnati 2, Ohio. The council tion, Cleveland, Ohio, and was
e
for
one
and
title
:nt,
The race has only begun. The in some cases brings his dog to office also will supply February active on the HIKA while at
e
college winning the North- - waiters rush out with the food, the table.
am
After a few months 19 conference details on request. Kenyon.
your
the
Rth title. Each of the four in- - and before you have taken
of this it is no wonder that the
are coming
He
p'idual national winners will first bite seconds
ready to take drastic
next thing you know waiters are
ood
The
ieive a smaller cup for their
action.
asking
is impatiently
NOTICE
;rmanent possession.
Each m- - the waiter
area of trouble comes
person
third
The
the
while
plate
your
:v'dual campus winner will re- - for
rial
scheduling. There are cases
TICKETS FOR THE NETHERLANDS CHAMBER
next to you puts his foot on your from
lve a
ows
up;
certificate suitable for
set
to
have
waiters
attend
where
and
pants in order to leave
CHOIR CONCERT ON MONDAY, FEBRUARY 22,
ming and their names will be
forty-fiv- e
many problems of the day. serve, clear, and eat in
to
the
pted to the plaque in the Peirce
MAY BE OBTAINED FREE OF CHARGE FROM THE
mirmtPs. The result, a rushed
The whole process takes fifteen
card room.
indiges
with
(time it sometime) and table, and a waiter
OFFICE OF THE DEAN OF STUDENTS BEGINNING
an'
't is hoped that this year each minutes
only
tion.
waiter
good
really
and
for the
THE WEEK OF FEBRUARY 16.
uuy will emei
icao.
ven
The Student Council believes
:niPK.
...
so that the results may aisu
ver- that there is a solution to the
During this short fifteen
applied to the intramural
(Cont. on Page 2, Col. 1)
the student consumes a meal
)en-u-
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Student Council President Peers
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A portion of the current issue of the Collegian will be seen to be
to the question of fraternity responsibility and
Jim Robinson, John Duvall devoted
Editors
Kenyon.
Further comment concerning the same from students
at
Rubin
Richie
Assistant Editor
Hank Kassen, Dale Bessire andor administration is solicited and upon receipt, will be published
Sports Editors
Herb Winkler in forthcoming issues.
Business Manager
Wells Wagner
Circulation Manager
The following is a reprint of the message addressed to the Student
Dail Willoughby
Cartoonist
Joe Keever Council on February 1, 1960, by Dean Thomas Edwards and is repreAdvertising Manager
Editorial Staff: Dave Weber, J. T. Moore, Frank Lovrien, John Ramsay, Tom sentative of the administration's view upon the present situation.
Coon, Charles Williams, Steve Herbst, Lamar Hill, Tim Fuller, Ed Chase,
The Editors
Norman Hane, Jim McBride.
Sports Staff: Gil Sperry, Bob MacDonald, Jim Rosenstiel, Jan Hallenbeck,
Thank you for inviting me to your meetings on January 11 and
Jim Carr.
18.
The discussions held at those meetings were, in my
January
Contributors this issue: Richard Spero, Sam Richmond.
opinion, highly desirable because of the free exchange of ideas

a g)aisH

i

i

self-governm-

Office located in Rosse Hall. Telephone GAbriel
for national advertising by National Advertising Services, Inc.
0 Madison Ave., N. Y.
Publishers Rep.,

From HIKA
Gentlemen:
We think ourselves under some obligation to explain the
delay in the appearance of the WINTER issue of the HIKA,
now at the printers.
We originally intended to have the second HIKA cirWe dropped this plan when we
culated by
found ourselves hindered by both a lack of funds and a
lack of material, let alone good material. The first problem
has been much expostulated upon in these pages and elsewhere, and, though it has much to do with our second worry,
gratuitously we leave it to the school's conscience.
We are slightly perplexed with the problem of how to
obtain any material from students at Kenyon. Each issue
the problem grows. Students promise material, either never
turn it in or dash it off a week after the deadline, so that only
a thin trickle of material is finally submitted
usually so
late that we have to completely
our publishing
schedule with Antioch Press.
What seems to us to be happening is that every year the
college atmosphere becomes more and more professional:
students and faculty see imaginative writing as an avocation,
as something which should never really be discouraged nor,
by the same token encouraged. This hands off policy sometimes carries with it a sense of distain; and we think distain
for creative endeavor is a relatively new phenomena at
mid-Februar- y.

ge

Kenyon.
We do not wish to make the historical blunder of 'looking
on the golden age.' However, one only needs to glance
through HIKAS of ten or twenty years ago to see where
the reputation of this college is founded. That the atmosphere was charged with vitality, that scholarshp did not have
a narrowing effect, that reputations were brought and made
here cannot be denied.

Respectfully,
Jon Kleinbard
John Pape

Reed on Commons
(Cont. form Page

1,

CoL 3)

problem. Their tentative plan is
for all meals to be served like
brakfast.
The doors would be
open for forty-fiv- e
minutes during which the student could come
to dinner. The waiters would be
paid by the hour and thus would
have no incentive to rush their
tables. The only draw back is
that the fraternity tables would
be lost. However, Tuesday night
and Sunday noon meals would remain as they are in order to
maintain the school traditions.
The administrative problems of
the plan might cause more trouble than the end would justify, but
the Student Council believes that
the plan should be investigated.
What do we have to lose, things
could not get much worse.
William Reed
Chairman,
Student Council

Honors Day
(Cont. form Page

1,

about current campus problems. I appreciated the frankness and
honesty of your comments. Irrelevancies have a habit of creeping
into the discussions, however; so tonight I would like to place this
letter before the Council so that debate can be confined to the
forthcoming request.
This statement is written from
the perspective of the campus as
a whole and is not limited to the
feelings of an irritated dean
whose only concern is social and
individual standards of student
conduct. I view undesirable behavior and the absence of social

THE SPOKESMAN

re-arran-

ed

CoL 3)

and Freedom, and The Sacred
and Ihe Profane.
Phi Beta Kappa Society will
announce the names of those men
who have been elected to its
membership since the last Honors
Day Convocation.
Other prizes
and awards to be presented are;
The Scholarship Award, presently held by South Hanna, The
Freshman Scholarship
Award,
which was received last year by
Norton Hall, The Canon Watson
Alumni Prize for Excellence in
Reading the Service, The Dean
Byrer Alumni Prize for Preaching, The Robert Frost Poetry
Prize, the Chemical Rubber Company Freshman Achievement
in Chemistry, Mathematics,
and Physics, The Lubrizol Prize
in Chemistry, and tshe Bookshop
Awards.
Following the ceremonies Dr.
Eliade will dine with the seniors
honors students in the private
dining room of Peirce Hall.
S.A.R.
A-war-

ds

graces as symptoms of a more
basic problem that needs to be
attacked by the students, faculty,
and College administrative officers working together.
I would first like to offer a
statement of principle which underlies the College's relationship
to its social organizations, discuss
this briefly, and then submit a
request that, perhaps, may offer
a partial solution to some of our
problems.
Social organizations at Kenyon,
namely fraternities andor divisions, were created and developed
principles which
by
eventually established positive
relationships
accountable
and
with the College, The College,
in accepting fraternities, soon
began to acknowledge the valuable contributions that
fraternities can make to
the total educational process. Both
the College and the fraternities
recognized the need to work in
harmony for continual improvement of the campus as a whole.
Fraternities demand autonomy
so that they might govern their
own affairs, and the College long
ago granted it. Fraternities reconciled their autonomy, however,
with the central authority of the
College. Each fraternity charter
recognizes that the fraternity and
its constituents have certain obobligations to the College
servance of College rules, for example. When these basic principles become obscure, or stray
from their original intent, all
functional aspects either become
dissipated or cease.
It seems to me that this may
well be what has happened at
Kenyon.
Today the fraternity
system is faced with a bewildering maze of conflicting loyalties
and relationships.
It does not
seem quite fair to hold the present generation of students entirely responsible for this situation because they have been so
poorly educated to appreciate or
accept their heritage. Past groups
may have worked hard to achieve
a harmony on campus and earned
certain privileges which present
students have simply accepted as
inherent rights and conveniences.
College officials have been equally derelict by not keeping pace
with this changing College-fraternit- y
relationship.
Uncontrollable external factors, both economical and sociological, have
also brought about certain changes in the fraternities and the College. Whether these changes be
for the better or for the worse,
no person can deny that changes
have taken place, and will continue to do so.
Perhaps it is time to reexamine
these relationships.
They should
self-governi-

ng

well-govern-

ed

be thoroughly discussed, and an
attempt should be made to remedy all serious conflicts. Both the
College and the fraternities need
to work out better understandi-

ngs.

The issue that I wish to bring
to your attention is the lack of
leadership responsibilities within
the fraternities, or, if the leadership is present, as it is in some
fraternities, the lack of processes
necessary for workable control
within the chapter.
I hope that I am not being too
categorical in observing that most
fraternity members fall into one
of three groups:
(Cont. on Page 4, Col. 3)

TO THE EDITORS

KENYON COLLEGIAN
Sirs:
The editorial in the December
11 issue of the KENYON COLLEGIAN asserted that admissions
standards make the image of the
college. It further pointed out

1

Subscriptions are $3.30 a year. Send requests for subscriptions andor inquiries for
advertising rates to: Business Manager, Kenyon Collegian, Box 308, Gambier, Ohio.
Printed by the Manufacturing Printers Company, Mount Vernon, Ohio.

Christmas holidays and concerned
a prominent Washington citizen
who had been persuaded to visit
Kenyon with his son preliminary
to submitting his son's application
for admission to the freshman
class in the fall. When the two
arrived at Kenyon, they were received most cordially and in the
best Kenyon tradition by Mr.
Scudder, briefed in detail and
shown the school, and then
to have dinner at Peirce
Hall. Because Mr. Scudder had
some other engagement and so
could not accompany the guests
to the dining hall, the two proceeded to Peirce Hall by themselves.
Before the meal they
waited along with the students in
the lobby. When the dining hall
doors were opened, there was a
general stampede to. the tables.
Our visitors found a place at a
table in due course of time, but
nobody made any show of welcome or cordiality to the strangers. The students at their table
appeared to be utterly lacking in
table manners; they paid no attention to the guests, and did not
even bother to pass the food to
them. The apparent desire of all
the students at the table was to
get the meal over as quickly as
possible and to get out. The
visitors received similar treatment at breakfast the following
morning, although for this meal
there were not many students
present.
When the guest tried
to strike up a conversation with
one of the two students at his
table and asked him a question,
the student answered curtly and
didn't even bother to look up at
the visitor. This kind of attitude
of complete indifference on the
part of a few students will unfortunately not impress strangers
with the inherent fine qualities of
the average Kenyon man.
in-vit-

51

College

I960

that the fraternity rushing program would not be so ineffective
if the Admissions Office would
more carefully consider the overall qualifications of the prospec-

I am sure that the administration and the faculty of the college
are vitally concerned about all
aspects of the development of the
Kenyon student. The above incident, if typical, might indicate
the need for closer student guidance and more direct influence
by the instructors on students
and their activities and conduct
outside the classroom as well as
in. Likewise, the Student Council would be a logical and effective approach in an appeal to the
students to be on their "best behavior" in "selling" the school to
the visitor. The alumni may be
able to direct qualified and interested young men to visit Kenyon.
but the role of the Kenyon man
President Lund recently re- on
the Hill is of course of parceived the following letter from amount
importance in influencing
an alumnus, and I submit this to
youngsters and their parents
these
illustrate my view.
in favor of Kenyon. Obviously
(See attached letter)
the success of the type of prThomas J. Edwards ogram
being planned by the AlumDean of Students
ni Council depends in particular
on the positive attitude and full
Dear President Lund:
cooperation of the students of
The Kenyon Alumni Council Kenyon.
has recently appealed to the
I am fully aware that the situalumni of the college to assist in
an
a program to get more qualified ation as I have outlined it is
young men interested in applying isolated instance, and I hope that
We
for admission to Kenyon. This it does not reflect the daily
appeal gives me an opportunity and routine in Peirce Hall. '
to write to you about an incident have therefore hesitated to write
which occurred recently at the to you about the matter. Hocollege and which was a deciding wever, I finally decided to send yw
in
factor in the decision of at least this letter because the visitor
about
question
strongly
most
feels
one parent not to send his son to
Kenyon. If the general situation his experience at Kenyon and has
as I describe it below does indi- considered writing to you himseltcate a trend at Kenyon and you
I hope I have not taken your
therefore consider some sort of time with a "trivial" matter. My
corrective action warranted to only intention is to work for the
help prevent a recurrence of best interests of Kenyon, and I
similar incidents, the Alumni am always very proud when ro
Council program should certainly friends come back from Kenyon.
attract many more qualified men filled with admiration for the
to Kenyon.
school.
Very sincerely yours,
The particular incident that I
have in mind occurred before the
Augustus A. Koski '30

tive student.
I disagree.
I believe the type
of student a college gets is determined far more by the public
image of the college than by adThis public
missions standards.
image is formed by the informal
communication channels of the
college. In most instances impressions
of the college are
passed from present students to
prospective students.
The stunot
dent selects the college
the college the student. The Admissions Committee can assert
their selectivity only toward those
persons who apply for admission
to the College.
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LOUIS EDGE OTTERBEIN. GAIN 3rd WIN
.

To Muskingum

Sow

MATMEN IN THIRD STRAIGHT 0C WIN

Drop Overtime
Battle To Denison
hen

basketball fortunes
the better on
February 4th,

;enyon's

a turn for
arsday evening,

the

en

victory-starve-

nil

Lords

d

1
out a
win over Otter-- n
at Gambier.
The deciding

J-'-

v'JHll,r!

f-

63-6-

iet came with just eleven sec-- s
left in the game, when
;hman guard Tom Stetzer stole
ball from a harried Otter and
bbled the length of the floor
"Old Reliable" Jeff
score.
:ie's 26 points were high for
The win, by the way,
game.
i Kenyon's third of the season
topping the total of last year
:h six games still to be played
the current campaign.
trip to New Concord two
vs later proved
less successful
the Lords were dropped by a
werful Muskingum five
;nty of hustle and Slade's 28
ints kept the Lords in the ball
me until
late in the second
j'.
The Muskie's prowess is
;iily discernable
when one
:ks at their fine record
11
js and 3 losses (to nationally-ike- d
Wittenberg and Akron,
?

A

80-6- 6.

the

i

Mid-Americ-

Confer-:s'-

an

s,

Miami); thus Kenyon had
thing to be ashamed
of with
i fine, but futile effort.
Season Revisited
Kather than continue with what
j grown to be considered the
HKiard basketball article,
this
ribe has decided
to crawl out
a limb
and bring you, the
;der, something a little bit
t.
The following lines will
iiist of a running chronicle of
; season
to date as "might"
member this very important
ilifier, please!)
be kept by
ich Bob Harrison.
:

dif-ren-

--

November 1959:
:e

pre-seas-

on

prac- -

disappointed
of last season's
failed to report
new

begins

be-ma-

ny

rdars
at looks

promising (Chenen,
Jins, Dawson, and Stetzer), but
: lack depth
and experience
shy,
the team's "problem
-- d" is playing
the best basket- J of his life and is a sure
--1er
Slade and other letter-- s
coming along slowly, but
ely
overall prospect: good.
December 1959: day before first
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all is not hopeless, Jeff
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an overtime

Seek 4th Victory
At Hiram Tomorrow
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Rallying strongly in the last
three weight classes, the Kenyon
College Wrestling team edged
Oberlin on Saturday, Feb. 6, by
a score of
The victory enabled the Lords to remain unbeaten in Ohio Conference action,
boasting a 3 won, none lost
record. On January 23, the squad
travelled to Bowling Green and
was heavily outclassed by the
Conference champion Falcons, 28-The results of
the meet with Wooster scheduled
for Wednesday, Feb. 10 at Rosse
Hall, were not available for this
issue.

.

BASKETBALL
Sat., Feb. 13
Ohio Northern
Game time 4:00 P. M.
here
Thurs., Feb. 18
Heidelberg
here
Game time 8:00 P. M.
Sat., Feb. 20
Mt. Union
here
Game time 8:00 P. M.
Tues., Feb. 23
at Defiance
Game time 8:00 P. M.

14-1- 2.

Mid-Americ-

0.

SWIMMING
Sat., Feb. 13 -- - at Pittsburgh
Wed., Feb. 17
Wooster
here
3:30 P. M.

Sat., February
Wed., Feb. 24

at Cincinnati
Ohio Wesleyan
here
3:30 P. M.
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WRESTLING
Sat., Feb. 13 -- at Hiram (Quad.)
Wed., Feb. 17 - at Denison
Fri., Feb. 19 - Akron
here
3:30 P. M.
Thurs., Feb. 25d
wittenbere
3:30 P. M.
here
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White and Johnny Mayer are out
for the squad (they would have
been more help two months ago),
and stetzer has become eligible
Cap't. Ramsey has been rebound.4.
ing well lately, as well as scoring
and somehow, Slade made his
grades
February 1960: with added
depth and rejuvenated spirit, we
edge Otterbein
that Stetzer
Muskingum
made the big play
drops up by 14 but they do it by
outscoring us by 7 each half and
we're right in the ball game till
the very end
Slade is leading
the league in rebounding and is
,"
:
t
second in scoring, but is not
playing up to his potential
next game against Denison, Tuesday, Feb. 9th
could make or
'
break our season
J
.
V- .
The next issue of the Collegian
will pick up this journal where
As season progresses Kenyon Swimmers and Divers look toward
it has been temporarily halted, top nonors in Ohio Conference for fourth year running.
so don't miss it. And while I'm
on the subject of basketball, support the Kenyon cagers for the
rest of this regular season and
then make it up to the Confer7
ence Tournament February
in Akron. You (and a few Ohio
Kenyon's swimming team will
basketball teams)
Conference
Dave Evans and John Oliver
might be in for a surprise!
travel to the University of Pittsburgh for a meet tomorrow after- placed first and second in the 50
Tobacco noon. The mermen will then play free, Evans winning in 23.9. A
Pipes
Good Food
Cereamics
host to the Wooster Scots next tremendous effort by Mayher to
Wednesday at 3:30 p. m.
VILLAGE INN
overtake Mulliken on the last
Three individual victories by length of the 200 I.M. fell short
Lillian & James Trittlpo
national champion Bill Mulliken and he finished second. Bill Gill
Gambier
led Miami of Ohio to a 56 to 39 was fourth.
Grill Open From 8 A.M. to 8:30 P.M.
victory over the Lords last SatGene Ruth took the diving by
urday afternoon in the Shaffer
a
margin, and Toby Marnarrow
Wednesday
of
pool.
this
On
week, Kenyon met Ohio Univer- tin placed fourth. Mulliken copped the 200 butterfly in 2:23.7, as
sity, also in a home meet.
Gambier
Kenyon
Jim Carr
Mulliken's wins overshadowed
2:33.2 and Lin
finished
in
third
Phil Mayher's varsity Hayes was
Beer
fourth.
record breaking performances in
Sutor
added
his second victory
200
individual
200
and
back
the
by
day
of
taking
the
the 100 free
medley. Mayher broke his own
in 53.8. Hoffmann and Oliver
record of 2:13.9 set at Bowling
finished second and third close
Green earlier this year with a
behind with times of 54.1 and
BARBER SHOP
time of 2:10.9. He also lowered 54.9.
Mayher's 2:10.9 clocking
302 South Main Street
although
2:19.6,
to
the I.M. mark
200
in
the
back also set a new
Waiting
No
Barbers,
4
losing the race to Mulliken who
pool record for the event, as
Phone EX
2:18.3.
of
record
pool
a
set
Binder finished third.
Kenyon's medley relay team of
Hubbard of Miami was victorJohn Binder, Bob Querry, Lin
in the 440 free in 5:11.8,
ious
were
Leiper
Scott
and
Hayes,
REX L. ROWLEY
second to Miami who won in while Pierce and Phil Post placed
INSURANCE
Sutor of Miami took the third and fourth. Mulliken took
4:10.8.
220 free in 2:16.7, as Tom Hoff- the 200 breaststroke in 2:29.3,
GA
Phone
mann was second and Tim Pierce eight seconds slower than the
Gambier, Ohio
time with which he won the na- fourth.
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LORD SWIMMERS BOW TO
MAC

26-2-

POWERHOUSE

MIAMI

Dorothy's Lunch

co-capt-

RALSTON'S
3-4-

7-24-

53

811

co-capt-

ain

ain

The Lord matmen never had a
chance against Bowling Green,
as the nationally ranked Falcons
ripped through all the weight
classes without a defeat. Injuries
hindered the Kenyon cause. Jim
Coates and
Bard Robert were sidelined with injuries
sustained earlier in the season.
co-capt-

';-'- -'.'

B E

and Food

an

ain

Returning to its own class of
competition, the Lords tangled
with Oberlin's Yeomen at Oberlin
on Feb. 8th. In the 123 and 130
pound classes, Brian Thomas defeated Jim Coates 0 and Terry
McDougall downed Bard Robert
2
for a 0 Oberlin lead. Freshman Mike Bull shaved the margin
to 3 with a 3 win over Oberlin's Norman Schwartz. Kenyon
fell nine points behind, 12-as
the Lords' Norm Amos and Roger
Teese were beaten 17-- 7 and
by Oberlin captain Chris Salter
and Robert Horning respectively.
6--

7--

6--

6--

5--

3,

5-- 4,

In a dramatic comeback, the
heavier weights brought victory.
Dick Schori shut out Bill Mitchell
0
and Henry Farwell (177) deAt
feated Darryl Stromberg
this point Oberlin led 12-and
Kenyon needed a pin for the
victory. Heavyweight Ivan Rollit
delivered the goods by flattening
Dave Reneker with 2:07 of the
first period gone. The Lord bench
emptied to congratulate the grinning Rollit, a fitting climax to one
of Kenyon's most exciting meets
in years. Final score: Kenyon 14,
Oberlin 12.
5--

8-- 4.
9,

Overall, the squad record stands
the best of Kenyon winter
sports. The next home meet is
with the University of Akron
Zips, in Rosse Hall on Saturday,
Feb. 20, at 2:30 p. m.
3-- 1,

tional championship last year,
but breaking the old pool record
by more than five seconds. Carr
was barely touched out for second
place.
Kenyon's 400 yard freestyle relay team of Evans, Mayher,
Oliver, and Hoffmann won the
final event of the day in 3:38.1.
Evans contributed a fast 53.9 to
lead off the relay, and Hoffmann
finished with a 53.4.

Bridge Tournament
(Cont. from Page

1,

Col.

1)

standings on a basis of points to
be decided upon by the intramural board. Trophys will be
to the divisions on this
basis, one for North-Sout- h
and
one for East-Wes- t.
The tournament director for Kenyon is again
Professor Franklin Miller. It is
important to remember however,
that all students, regardless of
affiliation are eligible and are
urged to compete.
a-war-

ded
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"do-gooder-

self-impos-

s."
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In attempts at
HARTMAN
by other fraternities in the past
We are about to set upon a year, it was found that the innoble experiment of
dividual, even if the fraternity
The proposal is for a issued punishment, would still be
unsystem of fraternity self-rul- e
subject to discipline from the adder which fraternities would en- ministration.
Under these conforce college rules as well as their ditions, experience has shown the
own house rules.
failure of these specific fraterniI am opposed to any system ties to regulate
which would hold fraternities re- for if authority of the fraternity
sponsible for enforcing college is criticized by administrative acrules. Inevitably a fraternity is tion, then why bother.
Why
not going to feel immediate sym- bother to establish a system
pathy with some of the rules, which would create friction withwhether they are administrative in the group? Why bother to esrulings or products of the student tablish rules which would not be
body processes. If the purpose completely
to the
acceptable
is to coerce fraternities to enforce group's ideals? Why bother if it
these rules, (if such coercion is is stepped on by the administtra-tion- ?
possible), fraternities will not be
would
The
g
but merely append- be meaningless if it were not
ages of the College administrative
apparatus.
If the purpose is to
The idealists realize a definite
give the fraternities their own
advantage to fraternity
discretion as to enforcement, then
at Kenyon. Presently,
the College would be condoning they feel the fraternity functions
of rules.
the
Leadership and
only socially.
Naturally students at Kenyon maintenance
of ideals barely
have an obligation to obey col- exists. A keg a week, T.V., and
lege rules. But it is distasteful a good occasional drunk are the
and impractical to coerce frater- few tangible qualities of a unified
nities to enforce them, and un- group. The establishment of
wise to give the rules up to the
would stimulate a
discretion of the fraternities. In- desirable unity.
It would prodividuals dislike being so
responsibility,
duce leadership,
as to protect the morals and maturity among the memof their fraternity brothers. A bers. The Wing would present an
fraternity police force or vigilante advantageous atmosphere of colcommittee would be a bit un- lege life to its members. They
popular. College rules should be feel an improvement is called for,
enforced by the College. The and through
it
present system of cooperation be- can be attained. They fear the
tween the Student Assembly, the possibility of complete adminisDean and the Judicial Board, trative authority as the only other
pursuing selective enforcement, is solution since the Student Counquite satisfactory. (I might add cil has illustrated its ability to
that this does not preclude the discipline properly. What other
right and duty of students in path is there to follow? If the
whatever body assembled to pro- administration were to dominate,
test unwise and arbitrary rules.) apathy and resentment would reI think it is obvious that fra- sult. They are willing to give
ternities have a concern in the fraternity
a try.
deportment of their members.
David D. Taft
When a member is behaving in a
Alpha Delta Phi
manner disapproved of by most
of the members or is bringing
The Dean on Frat.
disrepute upon the fraternity by
breaking college rules, this conSelf Government
cern is expressed usually in the
(Cont. from Page 2, Col. 4)
form of moral suasion, or, in the
case of property damage, fines. Group I.
Those who have accepted at
If a fraternity wished to draw
up rules defining this amorphous least a portion of the values that
gentlemanly behavior, it could fraternities can offer, nad make
certainly do so. This is an in- an honest effort to perpetuate a
ternal matter and not an affair working order. These persons are
of the College.
generally labeled as "Gung-ho- "
I would hesitate to submit any and are fashionably ignored by
possible rules of my fraternity to the following two groups.
the test of uniformity and ap- Group II.
proval by Pan-He- l.
Gentlemanly
Those who see a real good deal
behavior is not defined by maand
want to keep it going this
jority vote.
way. They resist all types of inDean Edwards commented upon ternal and external authority in
the changing role of fraternities the form of chapter officers,
at Kenyon. The change is one of "alums, national field representadiminishing emphasis and fading tives, and college authorities.
identity, and this is good. The They refuse to accept any rules
individual is first a member of that do not meet with their perthe student body of Kenyon Col- sonal convenience. "I'm not my
lege and only secondarily of other brother's keeper" is the pass-wor- d
organizations. Perhaps fraternity except, of course, when
the brothself-rul- e
is anachronistic.
er is about to appear before the
My opinions do not necessarily
Judicial Board.
represent those of my fraternity. responsibility, contribution to the
Williams Hartman
College, respect for the rights of
President,
others, and fraternity or college
The Archon Fraternity loyalty, is considered
strictly
Mickey Mouse. "I got mine,
TAFT
Jack, . . ." is the war-crThe proposal for fraternity
by Dean Edwards Group III.
was accepted for discussion by
Those who couldn't-care-les- s
Alpha Delta Phi. Since the mar- about the entire matter. Even if
gin of acceptance was slight, both they have personal attitudes or
outlooks should be presented. convictions, it is best to keep them
The realists feel that the admin- quiet.
Why be labeled as a
istrative rule now established is "Gung-ho'er- "
or a "reformer," or
sufficient to maintain proper dis- even worse, a "moralist"?
Be
cipline in campus life. They are content, don't panic, compromise
skeptical of the proposal because on values, get away on the weekof the fear of double jeapordy. ends, and always keep in mind
self-governm-

ent

self-improveme- nt.

self-governme-

self-governm-
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ent

self-rulin-
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nt.
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us
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ent

self-governi-
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als

becomes our foremost hope for
lasting greatness."
This brings me to the request
I would like the Student Council
to consider the advisability of endorsing the following suggestions
and referring them to the
Council
1. That each fraternity establish
a system of House Rules thai
support the rules and regula-tionof the College and define
the conduct that is expected oi
its members and guests. Copies
should be made available to
every member of the division
and a copy be placed on file in
the Dean of Students' office.
2. That each fraternity be free to
enforce these rules with its
own power. Generally speaking, this could be done by a
house committee elected from
its own membership
who
should represent the authority
of the fraternity.
3. Thai a fraternity be held responsible for the conduct of its
own members within the
members within the division. If members of a fraternity
violate the College rules and
regulations, the fraternity will
be held corporately responsible
unless the fraternity can show
that it acted in good faith and
was not able to control the
situation. Then the individual
members will be held accounPan-Hellen-

ic

s

di-ow-

i

un-contr-

That infractions be reported to
the Dean of Students' office
andor the Judicial Board by
the campus authorities,

other member of the

Only at

LEMASTERS
Mounl Vernon, Ohio

5.

6.

judgment.
That

Pan-Hellen-

Council

ic

should be the clearing house
for the approval of all House
Rules so that there is some
uniformity among all divisions
on the Hill.
That rules and regulations of
the College be changed only
according to the Student Government Constitution, not by
the fraternities.
Thomas J. Edwards
Dean of Students
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or any
campus

community. The Dean's office
or the Judicial Board will have
jurisdiction over those offenses
reported. The fraternities need
not report their own violators,
but they should handle these
matters according to their own

ol;

this responsibility.
I do not believe that any college (meaning students and faculty) can give attention only to
the intellectual life and ignore the
other aspects of communal living.
My attention has been recently
drawn to a remark by Frederick
Mayer who wrote the following
in The Saturday Review:
"The main problem of education is not intellectual; it is
the problem of human existence. How should we live?
How should we act? What
should be our aspirations? . . .
These are the perennial problems of education, which fails
unless it is applied to the
realm of actuality and unless
it creates lasting changes in
man's behavior. . . .
Then education
becomes a

Photographic Equipment
24
-

n

table.
4.

ng

authoritative leadership
It
must come from somewhere.
is my hope that fraternities and
student government will work together to carry a major share of

12, 1g60

journey in interior awareness
when it stirs our innermost
feeling and loyalties, when it
awakens us from the slumber
of lethargy, when it brings
together through understanding and compassion it

:

REPRESENTATIVE STUDENTS VIEW
FRATERNITY RESPONSIBILITY
TAYLOR
Recent events have demonstrated the need for a clear definition
of the position of the "fraternity"
on Kenyon's campus. The administration appears to believe that
fraternities must accept corporate
responsibility for the actions of
their members. As the administration has voluntarily chosen to
find in fraternities something
more than a mere social group,
fraternities must now decide
whether they are willing or capable enough to accept this role.
This is basically the problem contained in the much publicized
"home rule" proposal.
Many undergraduates have always felt that fraternities on this
campus should be more than social cliques dedicated to weekIf fraterend "elbow-bendingnities are persistently relegated
to this sphere, then their existence as "fraternities" can hardly
be justified. Under the existing
circumstances any loosely organized social club could easily displace a Kenyon fraternity, and
change over would hardly be
noticed. If this is what the majority of students want, then
certainly national fraternities, as
such, should be abolished. We
do a grave injustice to the fraternity system in general by our
continual mockery of its pronounced ideals and goals.
Abolishing fraternities is one
alternative, but it is far from a
pleasant one in this writer's opinion. Another alternative lies in
the mature acceptance of responsibility. The "home rule" proposal of the administration and
Pan Hellenic Council offers a
means to this end even though at
the moment its content is generThis writer
ally misunderstood.
does not pretend to completely
understand all its implications,
but he does know that it does not
imply the creation of a system of
informers, fraternity policemen,
It purand general
pose is to stimulate through the
fraternity
creation of
standards a general awareness of
individual responsibility. This, of
course, implies the creation of
such measures as house codes and
sound fraternity administration.
It is fairly evident that most
fraternities at present are in no
condition to act as judicial bodies
in cases concerning the infraction
of parietal rules, but this in itself does not deny the possibility
that sometime in the future such
action will be feasible once fraternity responsibility has been
created and soundly established.
Many feel that such proposals
are founded on untenable idealism, but under the existing circumstances anything is worth
trying in the hope that it will
help to stimulate needed improvements. It may well be that fraternities here at Kenyon are not
willing to undertake a program
which might conceivably culminate in the emergence of more responsible organizations. However,
if this be the case, then we are
in no position to criticize the
paternalism and authoritarianism of the administration. The
choice, as I see it, lies with the
fraternities. "Home rule" cannot
be forced upon them. They must
want it and at the same time be
willing to put it into effective
use. Fraternities are being given
the opportunity to develop some
measure of responsibility
and
needed maturity, but acceptance
is by choice.
Walter H. Taylor
Delta Tau Delta

is not too far
away.
Although Group II seldom provides the leaders, it more often
sets the tone within the fraternity which dictates what is acceptable and what is not. Occasionally a fraternity president successfully resists this pressure, but
all too often he is faced with the
proposition of taking an unpopand who wants to
ular stand
Bebe unpopular at Kenyon?
sides, Kenyon is different from
any other place on earth; so the
entire situation is hopeless anyway. If a change did take place,
it would be only temporary.
Hence, if indifference and lack of
regulation cannot be solved within the fraternity it certainly won't
be forthcoming in other types of
campus affairs. An infectious
facade of cynicism takes over, and
the epidemic seems incurable. The
optimists say things will change
when the senior class graduates.
Meanwhile, back at the freshman
dormitories, a new class appears;
and it is the hope of the naive
that they will provide the salvation of the dilemma. But after
two months of exposure and conformity they too are infected by
the malignant indifference.
I am not trying to make the
fraternities the scapegoat for all
campus problems nor am I attacking the fraternity system. In
no manner of means am I present- ly advocating their abolition. Con- versely, I contend that as of this
moment there is no organization
on campus which can contribute
of
more to the general well-bein- g
the College than the fraternities.
Perhaps fraternities are not, and
should not, be the archaic handshaking brotherhood they were
twenty years ago. As I already
have mentioned, the character of
both fraternities and colleges have
changed.
At the present time,
however, I feel that fraternities
are failing to do what is expected
of them. The development of a
more accountable control of their
members through
leadership would create greater
opportunities and dismiss the
need for autocratic or paternalistic control by college officials
which most students fear. If fraternities fail to recognize this
truth, then the alternative appears
The College
to be inevitable.
cannot exist by anarchistic

that graduation
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